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As they delivered on their MVP of providing top of 
class telemedicine, Radish looked to evolve their 
offering, as well as creating an unparalleled digital 
healthcare experience that matched their care.

Overview

Radish Health

Looking for help? Contact a physician
on your schedule

Book an video call appointment
with a physician

Strategy



Radish Health

Influence

•   Asynchronous team mood board

•   In-person and digital interviews of current users

•   Competitive landscape and analysis

•   Artistic and aesthetic influences

•   In-person and digital interviews of potential
     and existing users and customers

The design process also included
a comprehensive rearchitecting of 
application's architecture.

The existing app was not only 
difficult to use but also poorly 
conveyed what the app was for,
as well as its capabilities.



True identity was lacking from the Radish brand. 
For users, this was significantly detrimental 
where individuals were unsure or unconfident 
about their own healthcare needs.

In envisioning the revised identity, there were a
few core tenants:

•   Personal security

•  Health (as it relates to the users 
    perception of care)

•  Maintaining a balance of premium care
    while communicating that there would be 
    little to no cost

Radish Health

Identity, Type, and Style
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Radish Health

App Design

App
Design

Web identity



Thrive Global
Product Launch
UX/UI Design
Front-end Development
Team Growth & Development
User Testing & Research



Home Page



Editorial Design



LOLA
Front-end Development
Shopify Integration
Marketing
Product Launch
UX/UI Design
User Testing



Home



Mobile Design



Products





Stakes

Design Sprint

Working with Stakes, we did an initial 
kickoff with a Design Sprint to 
determine best possible next steps and 
how to evolve the product going forward 
for the next year.

As the solo designer, I then worked with them 
to establish new feature set and accompanying 
designs and how they could increase overall 
engagement and retention. This also included a 
re-architecture of core features as well as 
conducting numerous user tests.

Weekly
Challenges

Design
Sprint

Design
Sprint

Sports
God NFTs



Stakes

Weekly Challenges

Evolving the core concepts developed and 
validated during the design sprint, Weekly 
Challenges went through further iterations 
and testing to develop a core user flow, initial 
feature MVP, and UX + designs for future 
iterations. The updated user pattern became:

1. A new week starts

2. Player competes challenges

3. Week now complete

4. The player’s results

5. Individual is rewarded with weekly NFT’s were 
unlocked by their achievements

Weekly
Challenges



Final Design



Stakes

Sports God NFTs

Moving beyond the live product version of 
NFTs on the platform, the “Sports God” 
feature flow was developed to allow users to 
make comprehensive personal avatars that 
gave players a sense of identity and celebrated 
their accomplishments within Stakes. This also 
created more tangible reward experience for 
users that encourages them to play week after 
week.

Players can:

• Gain NFT items through weekly challenges

• Equip items to their player avatar to be used 
throughout the app

• Allow users to use the blockchain to trade and 
sell items

Sports
God NFTs



Final Design


